
Gerund

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Molly wouldn't mind _______________ her trip for a few days.1. (postpone)

However, I stuck to the job, kept on _______________, and it was not long
before I was on just as good terms with the men in the shop as I cared to be.
2.

(smile)

The simple fact is, the biographer knows nothing on the subject, and would
have much more wisely avoided _______________ us his opinions
altogether.

3.

(give)

It was really a beautiful afternoon-too beautiful to spend _______________
bridge in a stuffy room.
4.

(play)

It did them good, and Patrick knew it, and so, in the kindness of his heart,
he kept on _______________ faces, and never uttered a word of complaint.
5.

(make up)

I suppose you'd not mind me _______________ the children afore I go?6.
(kiss)

All her scanty hours of idleness she spent _______________ about the
clearing or the edge of the forest-she knew the haunts of every weed and
flower for a mile around.

7.

(roam)

I therefore thought best to avoid _______________ my receipt till the very
last resort.
8.

(show)

He heard the voices of the two men, and so he kept on _______________,
listening intently, meanwhile, to their conversation.
9.

(snore)

He probably would not have cared even if he had seen that she avoided
_______________ his hand as she might have avoided some loathsome
reptile.

10.

(touch)

What they had now sown would stand them in good stead if nothing
happened to prevent them _______________.
11.

(reap)
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The members of the family kept on _______________ up among the
mere acquaintances.
12.

(pop)

Then the runner, after reaching the plate, could start round the bases
again and keep on _______________ until the ball was found or until he was
too tired out to run any longer.

13.

(run)

Josephine, to avoid _______________ the children, stepped softly from
the room, closed the door, and entered her parlor.
14.

(wake)

So they finally gave up _______________ the pillows about and settled
down snugly in their beds.
15.

(toss)

It has a brace of sole leather about the heel which keeps the latter upright
and prevents it _______________.
16.

(run over)

The monkey grew afraid of the man, so afraid that he gave up
_______________ his guitar at all.
17.

(play)

Most of all I wonder why he keeps on _______________ the corner-he
never takes his eyes off that corner.
18.

(look into)

I cannot avoid _______________ myself before these high folks; my
feelings will at times overcome my modesty and reserve, my prudence,
policy, and discretion.

19.

(expose)

He invariably carries an umbrella, even in the brightest weather, as being
more respectable-and this umbrella he never rolls, for he would avoid
_______________ in the distance as if he had a stick.

20.

(look)
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